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Unless a politician understands how people livo 
and act in relation to one another, unless he understands their 
needs, their wants, and the problems of organisation of their 
daily lives, he is no use as a politician. The people of 
this or any community are overwhelmingly concerned with the 
things that affect their day to day existence and it is these 
things that form the warp and woof of any effective political 
\ understanding. 
In our little lives we set ourselves about with a 
number of fictions. Some of these are useful, some are absurd, 
some hopelessly inhibit what we want to do. Because man is 
inevitably self-regarding, it is not surprising that in making 
rules for his activity in relation to other people he is 
incorrigibly anthropomorphic. In talking of the rules which 
he is more or less prepared to abide by, and the men and woaen 
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who make and administer them, he talks of the State or the 
Government and invests all this with a personality which 
•though disembodied he regards as real. In speaking of the 
men and women for whom he may appear in any dispute over tho 
rules made by society, he talks of the court as if this is 
some separate entity or being in the actions of a number of 
individuals in society acting with the tacit or implied 
consent of the rest. In talking of commercial transactions 
he will talk of the B.H.P., Conzinc, Rio finto, or the Colonial 
Sugar Refining Company, or indeed any other group of individuals 
who have proceeded in accordance with the rules laid down in 
the Companies Acts as separate entities from those people who 
in fact are carrying out the actions which are the only reality 
that these juristic personalities have. The rules of action 
of conduct under which people act in making laws, in enforcing 
them, in commercial and business activity, are for the most 
part only very dimly apprehended by the average citizen. Very 
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few citizens, indeed few politicians, know the provisions 
of the State Constitutions in Australia. How many people 
even with tertiary education in this country can give an 
o\ (A^ intelliSi*>le or in any way accurate account of the division 
^ ^ vj1 o-0f "governmental activity between the States and the Common-
J^ f wealth-. Whoever in Australia, politician or non-politician, 
' V 6 
knows the effect and limitations of the Financial Agreement of 
A 
1927V In the 1930's, once the Federal Senators made up 
their minds that the government of «bhe day must adopt defla-
tionary policies, the States1 governments had no choice left 
to them as to economic policy. Their revenues had fallen 
and there was no means of raising more taxation. Under the 
financial agreement they could not borrow and who could lend 
to them anyway? They could not use their own banking 
resources to expand credit. They could do nothing but reduce 
their expenditure. The public had no understanding of the 
rules which bound the State Governments although it would back 
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those people who formed the law courts in enforcing them. 
The public only knew the rage, misery and frustration of 
those bitter times and blamed the nearest representatives 
at hand. All this does not mean that democratic repre-
sentative government is unworkable or undesirable. Indeed 
representative government is the only protection that the 
people have to ensure that they do not become the playthings 
of madmen. But it is idiocy for politicians to proceed on 
the assumption that political issues will be understood and 
decided on in detail by the people whom they represent. 
As human knowledge grows - and technologically we have dis-
covered more in the last fifty years than in the whole of 
previously recorded human history - every individual is forced 
consciously or unconsciously to make decisions about what he 
will seek to know or concern himself with. All of us are 
limited in time and capacity. , 
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A Parliamentary Government is based on a series 
of assumptions about the nature of the electorate^the nature 
of Parliamentary processes which, on any analysis, are absurd. 
1rzJf 
The most fundamental of these is the average citizen is A 
capable of knowing and deciding on all issues before the 
Parliament. He is not and he does not try. This does not 
mean that he may not be and should not be more involved, but 
it does mean that at election time it is rarely the case that 
a citizen decides how he will vote because of a particular 
political question. Usually he looks at the way each side 
behaves and says "Well I prefer to trust this lot rather than 
that lot". His points of reference for making this decision 
will be his daily interests and activities and it is these and 
not the grand designs of political philosophers that we have 
to look to. It is whether the garbage is collected, the 
footpath done up, whether the water in the taps is muddy, 
whether he can get to work in some form of transport without 
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grave inconvenience^ ^xci ting questions of principle upon 
the international stagej questions of who owns what or gets 
a profit from what in some activity which in no way impinges 
upon a particular citizen, matter but little to him, and the 
frenzied cavortings of politicians on these subjects are 
/often regarded by him with apathy or derision as a sort of 
comedia del'arte performance in which he takes little interest 
and for which he will only occasionally buy a ticket. The 
reason for this narrowness of view and activity upon the part 
OaXSlS /v.A. 4 
of the average Australian citizen arose from the ideals we 
have unwittingly accepted* We have created an economy 
based upon waste, in which a nihilistic, mindless hedonism 
is fostered by a multi-billion dollar advertising industry 
/'V -
necessitated by the over-production of Junk. We have 
encouraged success through selfishness and even through 
corruption to be viewed not with revulsion but with envy. 
We have not questioned the privately owned bureaucracies which 
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? extol the virtues of rugged rigged consumption 
Youthgrowing up in our society has been expected 
to seek an occupation in which he would be able in due course 
to make sufficient money to provide a house and security 
expected to work hard and to be thrifty to enable him in 
due course to go in for the conspicuous consumption constantly 
urged upon him. He is expected to get engaged and to proceed 
for deciding on a relationship thereafter circumscribed by 
the rest of society would be falling in love and that love 
would be the leavening of any difficulties which would arise 
subsequently. He was impelled to believe that the haze 
of euphoria surrounding the engagement and honeymoon period 
would keep the sound of wedding bells ringing in his ears 
for the_r_es.t_of~his_jtime. ^ He was expected not to have had 
sex before marriage and certainly not to have it outside 
for himself and the family he is expected to have. He is 
to marriage. He was led to consider that the criterion 
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marriage thereafter. In fact if he and his betrothed 
had had sex before marriage (and very often from the 
statistics this must have been the case) then that was 
something over which society saw fit to draw a decent veil. 
He was expected to buy, together with his fiancee, a suburban 
cottage on joint tenancy. A cottage would b^because of 
the spread of our urban areasj on an allotment too large to 
be maintained without great inroads on his leisure time. 
It would be so far from his work or from other people with 
whom he might develop friendships that several years would be 
taken out of his life merely by commuting. He was expected 
to develop a suburban garden which was neat, tidy, and 
tasteful, and which from time to time provided him and his 
family with home-grown vegetables. His wife was expected 
not to work or not to work more than was necessary to ensure 
the initial security of family fortunes in the major invest-
ment of the family in a home and a motor car. It was 
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expected then that they would have children providing "the 
"best migrants a country can have". Prom the beginning of 
his relationship with his intended wife, their activities 
were expected to conform to the popular conception of what 
must be done. Institutionalised behaviour is so safe. 
During her period of betrothal she would assembly a glorybox 
and have shower parties, ; He would have some beers with the 
boys and inevitably a bucks party at which he would drink 
more than later proved comfortable and be subjected to various 
sexual indignities which were greeted with uproarious mirth. 
The institutionalisation of behaviour so carefully fostered in 
childhood now had all the pressures of society to become a 
deliberate hebetude. For the rest of his life he would be 
expected to conform to a pattern of form and ceremonial for 
which he would rarely have any explanation other than he would 
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He would "be expected to play some sport in what time was 
left over from keeping his allotment tidy, growing the lawn 
and watering the silver birch. This would progress from 
more active sports in his youth to that ubiquitous recreation 
of middle age and dotage of Australian men - the bowling 
green. Here he would seriously debate (having long passed 
any climateric before which originality could be expected to 
occur) whether the bowlers' uniform should be changed and 
whether it was better to be comfortable in shorts or -tirarb- the 
spindly shanks of later years should B»Hy- the eyes of the 
Ladies Committee who were providing the afternoon tea. 
As his children grew he must go through the forms in relation 
to them. A good citizen would take some interest in the 
school committee and his wife would join the mothers of the 
Welfare Club. The annual birthday cake ceremonies of these 
is undoubtedly one of the more ludicrous of Australian 
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customs. Party games are played which nobody likes "but 
everybody endeavours to give an appearance of abandon and 
hilarity. Then comes the birthday cake ceremony. The 
local Mayoress makes a speech, lights the candles on the cake 
and receives a -sfieaf of flowers.- The wife of the local 
Member makes another little speech. She doesn't blow, she 
fans out the candles to the accompaniment of loud applause 
and receives -a—sheaf—of—flo^ rer-s. Then a retired inspector 
of schools or infant school headmistress cuts the cake, makes 
a little speech and is also presented with a little of 
flowers. Every organisation to which a citizen might turn 
would have its own form of ceremonials and some of the odder 
of these are kept secret - secret from the eyes of the rest 
of the community as the male corroboree from the women. Why 
do grown men go through ceremonies baring the right breast 
and rolling up the left trouser leg. Our happy citizen would 
go to regular meetings of football clubs, to social activities, 
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boozy turnouts, where presentations are made to successful 
players who inarticulately mumble thanks and then people 
would attempt the dance-floor. Men would congregate 
together and the women sit a solid (flank^ wallflowers 
waiting for the occasional inhibited attention of the males. 
There would also be week-end bucks turnouts enlivened by 
strippers or professional tellers of bawdy jokes, or a joint 
trip of husband and wife in the largest State in the Common-
wealth to a local swim-through at the Club with ia continued 
musical jangle of poker machines in the background. As each 
relationship with other people developed, it would be institu-
tionalised for safety*s sake. Local celebrations became 
joyless affairs where a vast amount of time was wasted by 
ceremonial as.meaningless and absurd as a formal army parade, 
the trooping of the color, an opening of Parliament, or the 
centenary meeting of the local district council. 
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With a very high proportion of our population 
now under thirty, and the prospect of an even larger 
proportion being so, it is not surprising that there is 
widespread discontent with this situation, A larger and 
larger proportion of those under 30 today look with distaste 
upon the limited future offered them in the kind of society 
I have described. More and more see not so much the issues 
of political activity but that the result is a society for 
which they feel no enthusiasm and in which they may well be 
affected by its sudden conclusion hot with a whimper but a 
bang. They do not know what they want but they know that 
they don't want what they have, and with every justification 
** 
they regard much of what politicians say and do as being 
absolutely irrelevant to them. In this they have every 
justification. 
So far as political issues are formulated and 
presented to voters in Australia, they are presented in a 
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context where the "basic assumption made by most politicians 
is in terms of inadequate analysis of the ills of society 
in the 19th century. We still have politicians who are 
talking in terms of wrangles concerning the indicia of title 
to land, buildings or share-holdings. Such arguments have 
no real relevance in the latter part of the 20th century. 
Anybody in Australia who talks in terms of rugged individualism 
and free enterprise is talking veriest nonsense. Those 
who talk as if the transfer of title from private shareholders 
to public bondholders means some effective change in the 
quality of service which is given by a particular undertaking 
are similarly talking nonsense, and when the catch-cries of 
. - .- i 
private or public enterprise are mouthed by politicians, it is 
not surprising that young people treat them as clowns. 
What is a politician's job then in this present 
context? It. is threefold* His political actions must be 
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designed to see that as the rules which we make in society 
in which we operate change, they are continually dynamic. 
He knows and appreciates the manner of the change and ensures 
that everyone has the means to work and provide for his own 
security and comfort, that there is equal opportunity in 
education, that there is assistance in time of need and 
misfortune. Secondly, he must ensure that each citizen 
has the maximum opportunity of involving himself in and 
participating in decisions which will affect his future, and, 
thirdly, he must keep the way open for citizens to obtain the 
rewards from society in activity by themselves or with others 
which they will find satisfying. 
A politician has to create and destroy, to create 
the means by which people may do what they will consistent 
with living in an urban community, and destroying the 
constant ossifyingjof^rule^ because they have 
become anachronistic, or because they are more institutional 
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forms of insecurity and inhibition, delimit the freedoms 
which we should have. 
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